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ABSTRACT

This paper presents observations of deep convection characteristics in the tropics and subtropics that have
been classified into four categories: tropical cyclone, oceanic, land, and sea breeze. Vertical velocities in the
convectionwere derived fromDoppler radarmeasurements collected during several NASAfield experiments
from the nadir-viewing high-altitude ER-2 Doppler radar (EDOP). Emphasis is placed on the vertical
structure of the convection from the surface to cloud top (sometimes reaching 18-km altitude). This unique
look at convection is not possible from other approaches such as ground-based or lower-altitude airborne
scanning radars. The vertical motions from the radar measurements are derived using new relationships
between radar reflectivity and hydrometeor fall speed. Various convective properties, such as the peak up-
draft and downdraft velocities and their corresponding altitude, heights of reflectivity levels, and widths of
reflectivity cores, are estimated. Themost significant findings are the following: 1) strong updrafts that mostly
exceed 15 m s21, with a few exceeding 30 m s21, are found in all the deep convection cases, whether over land
or ocean; 2) peak updrafts were almost always above the 10-km level and, in the case of tropical cyclones, were
closer to the 12-km level; and 3) land-based and sea-breeze convection had higher reflectivities and wider
convective cores than oceanic and tropical cyclone convection. In addition, the high-resolution EDOP data
were used to examine the connection between reflectivity and vertical velocity, for which only weak linear
relationships were found. The results are discussed in terms of dynamical and microphysical implications for
numerical models and future remote sensors.

1. Introduction

Measurements of updraft characteristics are important

for understanding fundamental kinematic and microphys-

ical processes in deep convection. These measurements

are often difficult to obtain from in situ observations

because of the transient nature of updrafts and the safety

concerns arising from aircraft penetrating convective

cores. Consequently, there have been relatively few com-

parisons between numerically simulated and measured

vertical motions through the full depth of deep con-

vective updrafts to evaluate model accuracy (e.g., Lang

et al. 2007). Emphasis in recent years on global estimates

of tropical latent heating from radar and microwave
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radiometric measurements on the Tropical Rain Mea-

suring Mission (TRMM; Simpson et al. 1996) requires

improved knowledge of the vertical motions in pre-

cipitation regions since this quantity is not measured.

Deep convection distributes heat and moisture in the

vertical and is therefore of crucial importance in un-

derstanding the dynamics of tropical (and subtropical)

regions.

There have been numerous studies of tropical and

subtropical convection using aircraft in situ measure-

ments of updrafts (e.g., LeMone and Zipser 1980;

Jorgensen and LeMone 1989; Anderson et al. 2005).

Many biases in the intensity of convection have often

been related to the field experiment, cloud penetration

safety issues, the specific aircraft used for the studies,

and the type of instrumentation (i.e., in situ or radar). In

the convective cells studied by LeMone and Zipser

(1980) from the Global Atmospheric Research Program

(GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), up-

drafts had peak values of ;6 m s21 that are biased low

since the aircraft generally flew below the freezing level.

In hurricanes, Jorgensen et al. (1985), using the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

WP-3D aircraft (generally confined to altitudes below

6–8 km and biased toward the eyewall regions of intense

hurricanes), found that the strongest 10% of updrafts

and downdrafts in hurricanes had averages of 4.2 and

2.6 m s21, respectively, and peak updrafts of ;8 m s21.

Anderson et al. (2005) examined updrafts in tropical

convective storms using measurements from the higher-

altitude Citation jet aircraft. They examined similar-

ities between tropical oceanic and land cases from

TRMM Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Experi-

ment in Amazonia (LBA) and the Kwajalein Experi-

ment (KWAJEX). Unlike earlier studies that used flight

level data, Black et al. (1996) used radial velocities from

the NOAA WP-3D tail Doppler radar and reported

supercell-like structure in Hurricane Emily (1987) with

updrafts and downdrafts as strong as 24 and 19 m s21,

respectively. They found that in the eyewall region, 5%

of the vertical motions were .5 m s21.

There have been numerous ground-based profiler and

multiple Doppler measurements of convection in the trop-

ics andsubtropicsbut fewermeasurementsover theoceans

that have been derived from either in situ or airborne

Doppler radar measurements. May and Rajopadhyaya

(1999) studied deep convection near Darwin, Australia,

using profiler data. They found that updrafts tended to

increase with height, with peak values greater than

15 m s21 near the top of their observations (;11-km

altitude) and suggested that the peak was reached at a

higher altitude. Their study examined three types of

convection within theDarwin region that had drastically

different characteristics. One would expect that environ-

mental conditions, which are often a function of geo-

graphic location and season, would greatly affect the

updraft characteristics in deep convection, leading to a

variety of characteristics. The convective storm environ-

ment deduced from soundings [e.g., convective available

potential energy (CAPE) and vertical wind shear] and

low-level forcing can be drastically different, leading to

different attributes of convection (e.g., Lucas et al. 1994a;

Johnson et al. 2005; May and Rajopadhyaya 1999).

Recent attention has focused on hot towers and vor-

tical hot towers in tropical cyclones since they may have

important implications for tropical cyclone intensifica-

tion, as shown by both theoretical (e.g., Montgomery

et al. 2006) and observational (e.g., Simpson et al. 1998;

Heymsfield et al. 2001, 2006; Guimond et al. 2010) stud-

ies. Observations of hot towers from high-resolution

radar measurements (Simpson et al. 1998; Heymsfield

et al. 2001, 2006; Halverson et al. 2007; Houze et al.

2009) have shown that hot towers can be very intense,

extending to 17- or 18-km altitude with strong updrafts

and high reflectivities aloft. In light of this recent work,

we are interested in how tropical cyclone hot towers

compare with more ordinary intense convection. Im-

proved understanding of hot towers and their role in

hurricane intensification will require finer spatial and

temporal observational knowledge of their kinematic and

microphysical characteristics. The first-order measure-

ment of intense convection linked to these processes is

the strength of the verticalmotions, which is the emphasis

of this paper.

Satellite measurements have been used to define

general characteristics of tropical convection. Zipser

et al. (2006) studied the most intense thunderstorms

within the coverage of TRMM (358S to 358N latitude),

focusing on four parameters of intense convective

storms: three-dimensional radar reflectivity, lightning,

passive microwave, and visible/infrared channels. The

TRMM satellite does not have Doppler radar measure-

ments so it cannot directly provide information on ver-

tical motions. Zipser et al. (2006) define ‘‘intense’’

storms using the available TRMM measurements as

proxies for convective intensity. Common definitions of

intense storms from the National Weather Service defi-

nition and from ground-based radar measurements in-

clude updrafts .25 m s21, hail .1.9 cm in diameter, or

the presence of a tornado (Zipser et al. 2006), and strong

wind gusts. The TRMM proxies used by Zipser et al.

(2006), Cecil et al. (2005), Nesbitt et al. (2000), and

others equate increased storm intensity with 1) in-

creasing height of the 40-dBZ echo above 10-km altitude,

2) decreasing brightness temperatures at 37 and 85 GHz,

and 3) greater lightning flash rates in the precipitation
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feature. The common property governing all of these

proxies is the strength of the vertical motions; thus, there

is a need to better understand the relationship between

microphysical and kinematic processes in deep convec-

tion. Both TRMM and the future Global Precipitation

Mission (GPM) use radar reflectivity and radiometer

measurements along with cloud models to deduce latent

heating. Knowledge of vertical winds can be extremely

useful in providing higher-accuracy computations of

latent heat through either model improvement or direct

use of the observations, such as high-altitude airborne

Doppler radar measurements.

Deep convection plays a key role in transport and

mixing in the tropical tropopause layer (14–18-km alti-

tude; e.g., Sherwood andDessler 2000). Extensive upper

troposphere cirrus layers in the tropics are often gen-

erated by ice mass from deep convective updrafts. The

amount of cirrus produced is a complex function of

vertical motions and microphysics. Liu and Zipser

(2005) suggested that the more intense the convection,

the closer the radar echo top is to the infrared (IR) top

derived from infrared radiation, indicating a larger po-

tential for mass exchange in the tropical tropopause

layer. It is well known that there is a general relationship

between updraft strength and the amount of cloud-top

overshoot into the tropopause (e.g., Heymsfield et al.

1991; Adler and Mack 1986). Adler and Mack (1986),

through modeling of midlatitude severe storms, showed

that overshooting cloud parcels that are strongly nega-

tively buoyant will mix with the lower stratospheric

environment and eventually subside. Deep convective

updraft properties in this higher-altitude region have not

been sampled adequately. In addition, downdrafts at all

altitudes (particularly upper levels) have not been

measured extensively and their documentation in the

literature is sparse. Heymsfield and Schotz (1985) found

strong (.10 m s21) upper-level downdrafts fromground-

based Doppler analyses as a result of convergence pro-

duced by two adjacent storm outflows. Sun et al. (1994)

suggested that upper-level downdrafts can be produced

by vertical pressure gradient forces. Thermally buoyant

downdrafts were also observed with aircraft (Jorgensen

and LeMone 1989). May and Rajopadhyaya (1999) have

discussed their profiler data in terms of the above com-

plex mechanisms and concluded that the upper-level

downdrafts may in part be due to pressure perturbations

induced by strong updrafts.

Early theoretical studies on convective updrafts de-

rived from the vertical equation of motion and the

thermodynamic equation in which parcels undergo adi-

abatic ascent and buoyancy, entrainment, and hydro-

meteor drag are important factors (e.g., Stommel 1947;

Simpson and Wiggert 1969). These models provide in-

sights on the basic physics of convection but are often too

simplistic to account for all the complex processes. Lucas

et al. (1994b) theorized that updraft width and strength

are correlated because mixing and entrainment will, in

general, reduce the buoyancy of air parcels. There is still

debate over the amount of entrainment in tropical con-

vection and whether tropical oceanic convection is un-

diluted (e.g., Zipser 2003). These observations provide

motivation to learn more about updraft characteristics in

tropical convection and their variations with height.

In this paper, we utilize high-resolution airborne ob-

servations from the downward looking National Aero-

nautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA)ER-2Doppler

radar (EDOP) to examine vertical motion characteristics

during multiple field campaigns dealing with tropical and

subtropical deep convection, including hurricanes. Pre-

vious observations have stimulated our interest in gath-

ering further statistics about hurricanes versus mesoscale

convective system (MCS) hot towers, especially at higher

altitudes, where data are scarce to nonexistent.

Section 2 will describe the cases sampled and the

methodology both for estimation of vertical velocities

and for deriving statistical information from the data.

Section 3 presents characteristics of the updrafts to learn

more about the regional variation of reflectivity heights

and vertical velocity as well as the relationship between

peak updraft speeds and reflectivity contour levels.

These observational details are important because they

have implications for understanding convective dynam-

ics includingmass fluxes and latent heating. The statistics

presented in section 3 will be compared with previous

satellite-based and aircraft-based convection measure-

ments (e.g., Black et al. 1996). Another important aspect

of the observations shown in this paper is the ability to

provide safety information for instrumented aircraft and

unattended aircraft systems (UAS) since these aircraft

are being considered for overpasses of hurricanes that

contain deep convection. We attempt to describe the

relation between reflectivity height contours and vertical

velocity since satellite radar measurements such as

TRMM only acquire reflectivity measurements and

vertical velocity is crucial for latent heating estimates.

Section 4 will discuss implications of the observational

findings. Finally, a summary of our findings, together

with general conclusions, is presented in section 5.

2. Convection cases and analysis methodology

a. EDOP measurements

The NASA ER-2 Doppler Radar flying on the high-

altitude (;20 km)ER-2 aircraft is the primary instrument

used for this study. EDOP is an X-band (9.6 GHz)
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Doppler radar with dual 38 beams and two antennas, one

of which is fixed at nadir while the other is 308 forward of

nadir (Heymsfield et al. 1996). Processed reflectivity and

Doppler velocity are obtained every 0.5 s, which corre-

sponds to approximately 100 m of aircraft translation

(aircraft ground speed ;200–210 m s21). This configu-

ration oversamples typical convective cores but is im-

plemented to allow for better aircraft motion corrections

to the Doppler velocities. The footprint of the nadir beam

is ;1.1 km (0.55 km) at the surface (10-km altitude), so

the effective resolvability is approximately a few hundred

meters at 10-km altitude and 0.5 km near the surface. The

profiled Doppler velocities and reflectivities were ob-

tained at 37.5 m (75 m prior to 1997) intervals in the

vertical. The Nyquist velocity is ;34 m s21 so unfolding

was not required. The main editing on raw Doppler ve-

locities was removing noisy data by using a power

threshold and corrections for aircraft motions. The air-

craft motions are removed from the raw Doppler veloci-

ties using the ER-2 inertial navigation system (INS) and

the antenna tilt angles. Details of these procedures can be

found in Heymsfield et al. (1999, 2001, 2006).

The reflectivity data have been calibrated to within

about 1 dBZ by internal and external calibrations and

checked against the ocean surface return. The minimum

detectable reflectivity of EDOP varied between data-

sets (mainly by year): 0 dBZ at 10-km range (10-km al-

titude) during 1995–97 and210 dBZ at 10-km range after

1997. Reflectivities were corrected for attenuation using

the ‘‘hybrid’’ surface reference approach (Iguchi and

Meneghini 1994). Reflectivity without this correction

would result in lower values in the rain region wheremost

of the attenuation occurs. The attenuation correction is

of lower accuracy over land since the background (non-

precipitating) surface reflectivity returns aremore difficult

to estimate (Tian et al. 2002); also, the earliest datasets

from 1995 had a lower accuracy surface estimate due to

lower-resolution vertical sampling.

The Doppler velocities with aircraft motion removed

are vertical hydrometeor motions (yh) from which the

vertical air motion w 5 yh 1 yt can be obtained with

a hydrometeor fall speed (yf) assumption based on the

reflectivity. The estimates used for yt are described in

more detail in the appendix. Once the fall speeds are

estimated and added to the hydrometeor motions,

a nine-point median filter is used to remove spurious

values (spikes) from the data without altering the widths

of features. The main filtering on the data is by the radar

beam itself, whose width increases from 0 km near the

plane to ;500 m at 10-km altitude to ;1 km near the

surface; data oversampling by a factor of 5 will result in

a resolution less than these height-dependent beam

widths. The EDOP antenna side lobes are 56 dB (two-

way) down from the main antenna lobe, so these will not

appreciably broaden the width of the measurements.

Earlier work by LeMone and Zipser (1980), Anderson

et al. (2005), and others defined their updrafts with

vertical velocity thresholds over 0.5 km along the flight

line, so these differences should be noted in subsequent

discussion. LeMone et al. (1994) examined the effects of

filtering on their vertical velocity data to identify up-

drafts and downdrafts and their conclusions do not seem

to recommend filtering.

b. Convection cases

Table 1 lists various NASA field campaigns from 1995

to 2005 during which the EDOP radar on the ER-2 flew

above strong convection. These campaigns cover a vari-

ety of oceanic and land regions. Further information on

the campaigns can be found in the references provided

in Table 1. The only nonmajor campaign in Table 1 was

the Houston Precipitation Experiment (HOPEX), con-

ducted primarily for the first EDOP test flights. The

EDOP flight lines were examined for strong convective

cells, defined by having either 1) a strong updraft

(.10 m s21) over at least a kilometer along the flight

track or 2) a 20-dBZ echo extending up to 12-km alti-

tude or greater. The rationale for using either of these

parameters is that convection often evolves where up-

drafts are strongest and reflectivities weakest in the early

to mature lifetime, and reflectivities and downdrafts are

strongest in the mature and dissipating periods, making

it difficult to rely on just one of the parameters. Using

both parameters provides an indirect method for han-

dling cell evolution.

Table 2 displays 65 cases of strong to intense con-

vection assembled from different field experiments,

providing the approximate center location and time of

each cell, the type of convection, and the field campaign.

Hot towers are included from five hurricanes, Bonnie

(1998), Georges (1998), Humberto (2001), Dennis (2005),

and Emily (2005), and two tropical storms, Chantal (2001)

and Gert (2005). Some of these storms have already been

analyzed in papers such as Heymsfield et al. (2001, 2006),

Geerts et al. (2000), Halverson et al. (2007), andGuimond

et al. (2010). Some of the land-based and oceanic cases

have been reported in Tian et al. (2002).

Figure 1 shows the locations of the convective events

sampled by EDOP sorted into four categories: land

(Florida, Brazil, Gulf Coast, Central America), oceanic

(Caribbean, eastern Pacific, Gulf of Mexico), tropical

cyclone (Atlantic and eastern Pacific), and sea breeze

(Florida). The sea-breeze cases were separated from

land-based convection since they are likely initiated by

different mechanisms than pure oceanic or land-based

convection; they were very close to the coastline (within
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;30 km). The location of each case is shown in both the

full-scale map and also in the four zoomed panels;

symbols in the zoomed panels correspond to cases in

Table 2. The cases represent a wide assortment of con-

vection types in the Northern Hemisphere warm season

with the exception of the Louisiana cases, which were

flown during winter. On average, the freezing level is

at 4.5–5-km altitude for the warm season and around

3.7-km altitude for the cold season in Louisiana. Diurnal

variations are not considered since the aircraft overpass

times vary widely because of both the presence of con-

vection and aircraft safety (landing) issues. This may be

an issue in overall generalizations about the data since

intense convection often peaks in the afternoon over

land with no peak activity over ocean (e.g., Zipser et al.

2006). Another factor worth noting is that satellite

studies (e.g., Petersen and Rutledge 2001) show major

differences in convective intensity for ocean cases within

several hundred kilometers of the coast and those out

over the open ocean. Many of the ocean cases studied

are near coastal regions.

c. Analysis methodology

As mentioned previously, intense convection in the cur-

rent study is defined by either a 20-dBZ echo above 12-km

altitude or by updrafts with magnitudes $10 m s21 at

any altitude. There have beenmany definitions of intense

convection as described by Zipser et al. (2006). For ex-

ample, they defined a strong updraft as having a 40-dBZ

echo above 10 km and .10 m s21 velocity above 8 km.

The rationale for the case selection in this paper is de-

scribed below but was initially based on a subjective ap-

pearance of strong, deep convection in the EDOP data

with refinement according to the above criteria. It is well

known that convection can be comprised of isolated,

easily identifiable cells as well as complicated multiple

cellular structures in close proximity. In the current

study, we do not attempt to separate cells into different

stages of development, but we do try to isolate adjacent

cells in multicellular situations as much as possible. Con-

vective cells undergo life cycles from growing tomature to

dissipating stages. TheEDOP cross sections are snapshots

during an instant of a convective cell’s lifetime. To com-

plicate matters, the life cycle of vertical velocity and pre-

cipitation are not always in phase (i.e., updrafts tend to be

strongest during early to mature periods of cell devel-

opment and precipitation and reflectivities are strongest

during the mature and dissipating periods).

In addition to the above, there are other aspects of the

EDOP cross sections that will affect interpretations.

First, flight tracks may not cross the peak of storm cores

or updrafts may be tilted causing only certain levels to be

captured. Also, strong cross-winds to the ER-2 flight

direction from either vertical wind shear or tropical cy-

clone tangential motions may affect the vertical velocity

calculations because of inadequate aircraft motion re-

moval and a crosswind bias (Heymsfield 1989). Finally,

the selection of flight legs during field campaigns fo-

cused on particular events or on strong convection, so

our dataset does not provide a statistical sampling of

convection with differing intensities, of diurnal cycle, or

seasonal variations. The focus on mean profiles of peak

TABLE 1. Field campaigns with overflights by EDOP.

Field Campaign Acronym Date Objectives Reference

Houston Precipitation
Experiment

HOPEX Jan 1995 EDOP test flights Heymsfield et al. (1999)

Convection and Moisture
Experiment-2

CAMEX-2 Aug–Sep 1995 Convection, water
vapor

Heymsfield et al. (1996)

Convection and Moisture
Experiment-3

CAMEX-3 Jul–Sep 1998 Convection,
tropical storms,
TRMM validation

Kakar et al. (2006)

TRMM Large-Scale
Biosphere–Atmosphere
Experiment

TRMM-LBA Jan–Feb 1999 Precipitation systems,
convection, TRMM
validation

http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/
fieldexp/TRMM_FE/lba/

Convection and Moisture
Experiment-4

CAMEX-4 Aug–Sep 2001 Convection, tropical
storms, TRMM
validation

Kakar et al. (2006)

Cirrus Regional Study of
Tropical Anvils and
Cirrus Layers–Florida
Area Cirrus Experiment

CRYSTAL-FACE Jul 2002 Tropical cirrus,
aerosols, chemistry,
EOS validation

Jensen et al. (2004)

Tropical Cloud Systems
and Processes

TCSP Jul 2005 Tropical storms,
convection

Halverson et al. (2007)

Tropical Composition, Cloud
and Climate Coupling

TC4 Jul 2005 Tropical cirrus,
aerosols, chemistry

Starr (2008)
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TABLE 2. Convection cases. Categories of convection are land (L) with 22 cases, tropical cyclone (T) with 13 cases, oceanic (O) with
22 cases, and sea breeze (S) with 8 cases.

ID Date (yymmdd) Time (UTC) Lat (8N) Lon (8E) Description Campaign Category

A 950106 2046:19 30.43 89.8 Mississippi winter convection HOPEX L
B 950106 2057:47 29.38 290.5 Louisiana winter convection HOPEX L
C 950106 2219:16 29.92 289.3 Louisiana winter convection HOPEX L
D 950106 2221:18 29.71 289.4 Louisiana winter convection HOPEX L
E 950826 2133:40 33.26 279.3 S. Carolina land convection CAMEX2 L
F 950826 2200:47 34.36 282.6 S. Carolina land convection CAMEX2 L
G 950826 2211:35 33.89 283.8 S. Carolina land convection CAMEX2 L
H 950828 2208:46 34.67 273.6 N. Carolina ocean convection CAMEX2 O
I 950828 2307:59 30.79 278.1 SC/Georgia ocean convection CAMEX2 O
J 950828 2309:11 30.93 278.1 SC/Georgia ocean convection CAMEX2 O
K 980808 1735:56 27.38 280.9 Florida land convection CAMEX3 L
L 980808 1749:34 27.43 280.9 Florida land convection CAMEX3 L
M 980815 2228:44 28.27 281.1 Florida sea-breeze convection CAMEX3 S
N 980815 2237:48 28.15 281.1 Florida sea-breeze convection CAMEX3 S
O 980823 1959:02 24.61 271.4 Hurricane Bonnie Cat. 3 CAMEX3 T
P 980824 2230:54 26.73 272.7 Hurricane Bonnie Cat. 3 CAMEX3 T
Q 980905 2220:02 28.74 282.1 Florida land convection CAMEX3 L
R 980917 1924:54 27.65 285.2 Gulf of Mexico convection (FL) CAMEX3 O
S 980917 1947:17 26.68 284 Gulf of Mexico convection (FL) CAMEX3 O
T 980921 1721:04 17.66 264.5 Hurricane Georges Cat. 2 CAMEX3 T
U 980922 2318:29 18.82 270.7 Hurricane Georges Cat. 2 CAMEX3 T
V 990125 2221:22 212.3 261.9 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
W 990125 2243:34 212.4 262.1 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
X 990125 2309:07 212.4 262.1 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
Y 990207 1859:24 210.7 261.6 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
Z 990207 1919:23 210.7 261.6 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
a 990210 1814:13 210.7 261.9 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
b 990212 1814:24 211.3 261.9 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
c 990212 2052:23 211 261.2 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
d 990221 1842:11 210.6 261 Brazil Rhondonia convection LBA L
e 010820 2117:20 18.37 286.5 TS Chantal hot tower CAMEX4 T
f 010922 1936:04 29.37 266.7 Hurricane Humberto hot tower CAMEX4 T
g 010907 1736:47 26.18 283.6 Gulf of Mexico convection (FL) CAMEX4 O
h 010919 1758:01 24.71 281 Key West convection CAMEX4 S
i 010919 1814:42 24.7 280.9 Key West convection CAMEX4 S
j 020707 2026:28 26.44 282.4 Florida sea-breeze convection CRYSTAL S
k 020707 2135:20 25.66 281.3 Florida sea-breeze convection CRYSTAL S
l 020716 1945:40 25.67 280.6 Florida land convection CRYSTAL L
m 020723 2005:56 27.32 280.4 Florida sea-breeze convection CRYSTAL S
n 020728 2047:60 26.27 281.3 Florida land convection CRYSTAL L
o 020728 2155:52 26.4 281.9 Florida sea-breeze convection CRYSTAL S
p 050702 1509:11 15.05 281 Caribbean Sea convection TCSP O
q 050707 0055:37 16.11 273.2 Hurricane Dennis Cat. 1 TCSP T
r 050707 0133:00 16.52 273.3 Hurricane Dennis Cat. 1 TCSP T
s 050709 1429:56 24.55 283.5 Hurricane Dennis Cat. 2 TCSP T
t 050709 1:53:42 24.7 283.6 Hurricane Dennis Cat. 2 TCSP T
u 050717 0753:20 17.89 281.8 Hurricane Emily Cat. 4 TCSP T
v 050717 0844:20 17.91 282.1 Hurricane Emily Cat. 4 TCSP T
w 050720 0640:01 10.59 286.4 Costa Rica Pacific convection TCSP O
x 050723 0842:25 13.12 284.6 Nicaragua land convection TCSP L
y 050723 0919:41 11.29 282.6 Caribbean Sea convection TCSP O
z 050724 0452:05 21.15 294.3 TS Gert hot tower/Campeche TCSP T
1 070808 1617:24 7.92 283.9 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
2 070808 1619: 8 7.84 283.8 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
3 070717 1615:18 5.6 282 Caribbean Sea TC4 O
4 070719 1423:46 9.1 285.4 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
5 070724 1323:42 6.74 286.4 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
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TABLE 2. (Continued)

ID Date (yymmdd) Time (UTC) Lat (8N) Lon (8E) Description Campaign Category

6 070724 1329:46 6.37 285.9 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
7 070724 1340:30 5.69 284.9 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
8 070724 1329:28 6.38 285.9 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
9 070724 1454:50 6.02 285.7 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
# 070724 1503:11 6.57 286.5 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
* 070725 1503:22 15.92 282.7 Caribbean Sea TC4 O
$ 070731 1601:59 9.09 284.8 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O
% 070731 1635:49 8.96 284.9 Costa Rica Pacific Ocean TC4 O

FIG. 1. Map showing locations of all cases from Table 2 (top left) along with four subset regions. Each case is denoted with a symbol
provided in Table 2. The convection cases are color coded according to convection type (land, tropical storms, ocean, and sea breeze).
Zoomed subset regions 1–4 are shown along with case locations; Rondonia is in Brazil.
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updraft properties in this paper will help reduce some of

these sampling uncertainties.

Calculations were performed on cases in Table 2 for

various properties of the convection. To simplify the

analysis, the EDOP flight lines were zoomed to ap-

proximately 10–15 km on either side of the convective

core. The appendix provides the computational pro-

cedures for calculating vertical velocity, w, from Dopp-

ler velocity and assumed hydrometeor fall speeds. The

zoomed EDOP time–height sections (Figs. 2–4) show

the entire convective region maximum and minimum

reflectivity w at each altitude, maximum heights of re-

flectivity levels (20, 30, 40, and 50 dBZ), magnitude and

heights of maximum updrafts and downdrafts, widths of

updraft cores, radar-derived cloud-top height, and other

properties derived from other ER-2 instruments. Three

examples from Table 2 illustrate the above calculations:

intense convection in Rhondonia, Brazil, on 25 January

1999 (Fig. 2; case V); Tropical Storm Chantal on 20

August 2001 (Fig. 3; case e); and sea-breeze convection

along Florida’s Atlantic coast on 23 July 2002 (Fig. 4;

casem). The cases in Table 2 are quite varied; some have

strong persistent isolated cells while others are shorter

lived with multicellular structure. We note that altitudes

in these and other figures throughout the paper are

referenced to the Global Positioning System (GPS) al-

titude, so they are closer to ‘‘above sea level’’ than

‘‘above ground level.’’ The majority of our cases are

near sea level, with a ;550-m surface elevation for the

TRMMLBA cases, for example. TRMMmeasurements

studied by Zipser et al. (2006) and others are based on

GPS altitudes that are referenced to geoids so we are

most consistent with these satellite-based studies. An-

other point to note is that peak values derived in the

radar measurements have been filtered by the radar

beam over a broader area than previous aircraft flight-

level vertical velocity measurements such as Jorgensen

et al. (1985). They showed that when the aircraft did not

pass directly through the updraft maximum, it could be

underestimated by a factor of 2 for mass fluxes. It is

important for the reader to be aware of these differences

in subsequent discussion.

Figures 2–4 show reflectivity, Doppler velocity cor-

rected for aircraft motions, fall speed, andw, with derived

quantities superimposed on panels (a) and (d). Figure 2 is

an intense tower with a cloud top exceeding 17-km

FIG. 2. EDOP color cross sections for convection in Amazonia on 25 Jan 1999 (case V), showing (a) reflectivity, (b)
Doppler velocity corrected for aircraft motions, (c) fall speed, and (d) vertical velocity. Locations of quantities
derived from the data are also shown on the images in (a) and (d); (a) shows heights of contour levels (20, 30, 40, 50, 55
dBZ), width of 35 dBZ at 6-km altitude (w6), width of 35-dBZ contour at 8-km altitude (w8), width of 30-dBZ
contour at 12-km altitude (w12), and maximum cloud top (CTOP); (d) shows updraft maximum (WMX) and min-
imum (WMN), CTOP, and width of 5 m s21 updraft bounds at 10-km altitude. Doppler velocities are positive
downward. See text for details.
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altitude, a 30-dBZ echo at a height of ;16 km, 40-dBZ

height at;6 km,wmax at;12-km altitude, and an updraft

width defined by updraft region .5 m s21 at 10-km alti-

tude (v10) of 8–10 km.This tower is among the strongest

cases in Table 2 and it is highly attenuated with two-

way path-integrated attenuation larger than 40 dBZ

(not shown). This amount of attenuation is likely an

indicator of small hail since 1-cm hail will attenuate an

X-band signal about 7 dB km21 (Battan 1973, p. 81; see

his Table 6.5).

Petersen and Rutledge (2001) examined the variations

of convective regimes during TRMM-LBA and their

plots show that 40-dBZ echoes rarely get above 8-km

altitude and that 30-dBZ contours peak around 14 km.

Theymention thatmore intense convection occurs during

the easterly regime that was present during this case, but

their results are still consistent with the heights in Fig. 2.

The Tropical Storm Chantal example in Fig. 3 was

previously reported in Heymsfield et al. (2006) and

Herman and Heymsfield (2003). The 30-dBZ height is

lower than that for the previous case, the updraft width

is ;5–6 km, and wmax and wmin again are at an altitude

above 10 km. A typical Florida land-based convective

storm (Fig. 4) has a much narrower updraft and has

mostly multiple cells. It is easy to distinguish two updraft

pulses in this cross section. The one on the right has

higher reflectivities but the updraft has dissipated, and

a new pulse on the left tower has a strong updraft with

a width of only about 2 km. Even though there are large

dissimilarities between this case and the two previous

cases, the general updraft properties of a number of cases

are similar, as will be seen in the next section.

Vertical profiles in Figs. 5 and 6 show the range of values

corresponding to the panels in Figs. 2 and 3. Themaximum

and minimum, median, and62 standard deviation (62s)

vertical profiles are plotted for each panel; we have not

plotted the full frequency diagram since it was difficult to

discern the profile properties. As noted in previous figures,

updraft and downdraft maxima are at higher altitudes.

Figure 5 indicates an updraft approaching 28 m s21 at

;17-km altitude and a downdraft of 18 m s21 at 16-km

altitude. A second updraft peak of;26 m s21 is noted at

about 11-km altitude. The maximum reflectivity profile

exceeds 60 dBZ near the melting level, drops off to 40

dBZ at 10-km altitude, and remains at ;35 dBZ until

about 16-km altitude. A slightly weaker updraft and

downdraft is present in Fig. 6 for Tropical StormChantal,

but more notable is the difference in depth of the intense

updraft. Strong downdrafts ;15 m s21 near cloud top at

15-km altitude have been documented in the literature

(Heymsfield and Schotz 1985; Sun et al. 1994), as men-

tioned earlier. The above two cases clearly show that

updrafts are strong through the troposphere, and that

peak values are observed at higher altitudes.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the case on 20 Aug 2001 (Tropical Storm Chantal; case e).
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3. General characteristics of convective structure

a. General convection features

The plots in the following sections (Figs. 7–10) have

been constructed using quantities calculated similar to

those in Figs. 2–4. The panels in each plot are divided

into the four categories of convection included in Table

2 (tropical cyclone, land, oceanic, and sea breeze), and

within each category, the points are identified by loca-

tion of the data source provided in Table 2. Means are

taken within each category. The cases within each cat-

egory are further sorted so vertical motion maxima in-

crease toward the right. This type of plot allows quick

comparison between the diverse set of cases in this

study.

1) VERTICAL VELOCITY MAXIMA AND MINIMA

(FIG. 7)

The observations clearly show that strong updrafts

exist through the troposphere. Peak vertical velocities

range from 6 m s21 to greater than 30 m s21 in Fig. 7a.

Oceanic and tropical cyclone cases suggest slightly lower

peak vertical velocities than land and sea-breeze cases

(2–5 m s21 in themean); sea-breeze cells had among the

strongest updrafts. These updraft magnitudes are not

surprising and have been observed previously by in situ

measurements (Herman and Heymsfield 2003; Jenkins

et al. 2008), but they are somewhat higher than that

observed by Anderson et al. (2005; maximum value of

;16 m s21), presumably because of aircraft safety con-

cerns with stronger cells.

Peak downdrafts (Fig. 7b) are also quite strong, ranging

from a few to ;19 m s21; the land and sea-breeze con-

vection has significantly stronger average peak down-

drafts than the oceanic or tropical cyclone convection

(;17 versus;11 m s21 in themean).While it is clear that

strong downdrafts are associated with strong updrafts,

there is no correlation between peak updrafts and peak

downdrafts for any of the categories. The intensity of

both peak updrafts and downdrafts is weaker for the

oceanic and tropical storm cases than for the other con-

vection categories. As mentioned earlier, the downdrafts

are complex and further understanding of the mecha-

nisms producing these downdrafts will likely require nu-

merical modeling.

Heights of wmax (Fig. 7c) occur frequently above

8 km, but they are mainly above 10 km; a few cases have

peak updraft below the 8-km level and a few have

heights above the 15-km level. The observed vertical

motion peak in the upper troposphere is hypothesized to

be the result of latent heat release caused by freezing of

ice condensate (e.g., Zipser 2003), and/or hydrometeor

unloading, which reduces the drag on ascending air

parcels. Heights of downdrafts wmin (Fig. 7d) are gen-

erally in the upper troposphere with some downdrafts

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the case on 23 Jul 2002 (thunderstorm over Florida; case m).
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near cloud top; there are a few cases in each category

that have downdraft peak heights in the 5–10-km range.

Interestingly, wmax heights are 2 km higher in tropical

cyclones than other categories, whereaswmin heights are

1–2 km lower than other categories. The height of wmax

is mostly above 10 km for land-based storms (Florida,

continental United States, and Louisiana winter). This

may be a manifestation of drier midlevel environments

for these cases.

2) REFLECTIVITY LEVEL HEIGHT CONTOURS

(FIG. 8)

The heights of peak reflectivity of 20, 30, 40, and 50

dBZ range in altitude from;11 to 18 km,;5 to 17 km,

;3.5 to 15 km, and 0 to 11 km (0 km indicates that no

50-dBZ reflectivity was detected in the column), re-

spectively. Most of the cases suggest that high re-

flectivity aloft, such as the 30-dBZ contour level above

FIG. 5. Profiles of (a) nadir reflectivity, (b) Doppler velocity, (c) fall speed, and (d) vertical velocity for 25 January
1999 corresponding to flight line in Fig. 2. The minimum (purple), maximum (blue), mean (black), and 62s values
(turquoise) are shown; the 12s reflectivity curve in (a) is not shown since it exceeds the maximum value.
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8–10 km, is correlated with strong updrafts in Fig. 7. On

the average, the heights for oceanic and tropical cy-

clone cases are lower by about 0.5 to 1 km than that of

the land and sea-breeze categories. Eastern Pacific

oceanic storms have lower reflectivities than that of the

other oceanic cases. A few hurricane and sea-breeze

cases have the highest 40- and 50-dBZ heights. Many

50-dBZ heights (Fig. 8d) are at 5–7-km altitude (08 to

2108C), suggesting that supercooled raindrops are lof-

ted above the freezing level and freeze near the 2108C

level. This is consistent with the Stith et al. (2004) results

in which they observed raindrop freezing in the 2108

to 2208C level in various convective cells. There is

a ;6.5-dB increase in the reflectivity between the ice

and water phase because of the increase in the di-

electric coefficient (Smith 1984). This results in sharp

decreases in reflectivity above the 5–6-km altitude in

many of the cases.We will discuss this subject further in

section 4.

Three cases were especially strong compared to the

others. Sea-breeze cases M and N (15 August 1998) had

centimeter-size hail based on ground-based S-band

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for 20 August 2001, corresponding to Fig. 3.
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polarimetric radar data (Tian et al. 2002). Case u

(Hurricane Emily) clearly stands out as well; both

storms had 40 dBZ extending up to 14–15-km altitude,

which fits among the strongest storms in the Zipser et al.

(2006) study. The Brazil cases V and W (25 January

1999) that were in an easterly regime mentioned earlier,

have 40 dBZ up to 10 km and 30 dBZ up to 16–17-km

altitude suggesting possible large graupel or hail in this

storm, but no ground-based radar observations were

available. We note that the EDOP measurements have

high resolution compared to TRMM (,1 km versus 4 or

5 km), but they cover only one horizontal dimension

and the flight line may miss the updraft or reflectivity

core peak. These resolution issues have previously been

discussed in Heymsfield et al. (2000), where EDOP data

were degraded to the TRMM PR for assessing how well

FIG. 7. (a) Updraft maxima, (b) downdraft maxima, (c) height of
updraft maxima, and (d) height of downdraft maxima, for all cases.
Characters and numbers in figure are referenced to cases in Table
2. Four categories of convection—tropical cyclone, land (shaded),
oceanic, and sea breeze (shaded)—are shownwithin each category;
peak updraft increases toward the right. Shaded region highlights
land-based and sea-breeze convection cases. Horizontal line pro-
vides mean for each category and actual mean is given at bottom of
each category. Approximate environment temperature scale is
provided on the right for (b)–(d).

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for maximum heights for (a) 20-, (b) 30-,
(c) 40-, and (d) 50-dBZ radar echoes.
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TRMM samples convective events. TRMM generally

observed weaker convective cores than EDOP because

of the small size of the cores.

3) PEAK UPDRAFT/DOWNDRAFT AND

REFLECTIVITY AT 10-KM ALTITUDE (FIG. 9)

This altitude is examined since it is near the 2408C

level and generally below the strongest updrafts. The

reflectivity (Fig. 9a) shows a significant variability among

the cases with Florida sea-breeze convection. Cases M

and N clearly have the highest reflectivities (;50 dBZ);

this case was previously mentioned to have small hail

detected with polarimetric radar. Hurricane Emily (case

u) is the next strongest case, followed by a number of

land-based storms. The means of maximum reflectivity

are;30–40 dBZ for the convection categories, with land

and sea breeze having consistently higher values than

the oceanic cases. The peak vertical velocities (Fig. 9b)

also consistently show higher values in the land-based

and sea-breeze convection. The tropical cyclone cases

consistently have ;12 m s21 updrafts with the excep-

tion of Tropical Storm Chantal (Figs. 3d and 6d; case e),

which contained a 23 m s21 value. This value is rea-

sonable since it is near the value observed by the NASA

DC-8 aircraft during the penetration of one of the up-

drafts in this storm (Herman and Heymsfield 2003).

Downdraft magnitudes (Fig. 9c) have peak values

mostly in the 2–6 m s21 range with some values between

10–14 m s21, indicating that most of the strongest down-

drafts occur above 10-km altitude (cf. Fig. 7b).

4) WIDTHSOF REFLECTIVITY CORESAT 6-, 8-,AND

12-KM ALTITUDE (FIG. 10)

It is difficult to obtain full profiles of the core reflec-

tivity, so we have examined widths at the levels (6, 8, and

12 km) used in Figs. 2–4. The 45-dBZ widths at 6-km

altitude and 35-dBZ widths at 8-km altitude range from

;0 to 9 km, with land-based cores significantly wider

than that for the oceanic and tropical cyclone categories

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for (a) maximum reflectivity, (b) updraft
maxima, and (c) downdraftmaxima, at the 10-km level for all cases. FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but for widths of reflectivity cores for

(a) 45 dBZ at 6 km, (b) 35 dBZ at 8 km, and (c) 20 dBZ at 12 km.
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(;4–5 versus;1.8 km). The width of the 20-dBZ core at

12 km, the upper-level anvil outflow, also has consid-

erable variability in core width (;0.5–9 km), but all

widths have broadened to ;5–6 km in the mean. An-

derson et al. (2005; see also references therein) found

that updraft cores (based on vertical velocities) during

various tropical field programs had median widths of

;1 km and top 10% core widths from;1.5 to 4 km (;4

to 6 km) for nonhurricane (hurricane) cases; core widths

increased slightly with height from near-surface to 9-km

altitude. Their cases were biased toward weaker up-

drafts that could safely be penetrated by aircraft, but the

observations here are reflectivity core widths, which

would be expected to be larger and less well defined than

vertical velocity. EDOP-derived widths in this paper

may also be exaggerated since the radar beam acts much

like a filter, so features less than the beamwidth may be

smeared out.

b. Vertical profiles

Vertical profiles of peak reflectivity and peak up-

draft and downdraft magnitudes, sorted by convection

category are shown in Figs. 11–13. For example, the

rightmost curves in Figs. 5a,d and 6a,d were used for

peak values of reflectivity and updraft for those cases,

and the leftmost curves in Figs. 5d and 6d were used for

peak downdrafts. Each profile is from a different case in

Table 2 and the group of profiles does not represent

a ‘‘typical profile’’ but rather a variety of different events.

Individual curves are not identified by case since it would

be difficult to discern in the figure; the bold black curves

are the mean curve for each class. All reflectivity profiles

(Fig. 11) show a strong decrease with increasing altitude

above the freezing level. Two extreme cases (cases N and

u on the rightmost curves in the oceanic and tropical cy-

clone panels) have significantly higher reflectivities aloft.

The mean profiles (Fig. 11) show that the land profile

is a few dB higher than all the other profiles, and the

oceanic profile is the weakest of all other profiles. Szoke

et al. (1986) compared reflectivity profiles of GATE

tropical convection, New England showers, and hurri-

canes (see their Fig. 12) and have shown a similar de-

crease of reflectivity with increasing height. Hail and

tornadic storms were the only profiles with 50 dBZ from

the surface to the freezing level, and 50 dBZ reached

10-km altitude only for tornadic storms. Profiles in Fig. 11

in general have much higher reflectivities than in Szoke

et al. (1986), possibly because of the higher resolution of

the aircraft measurements as well as a higher accuracy

calibration. Other differences may result from the fact

that their study screened storms according to near-surface

reflectivity, which probably included several storms that

were weaker than those in this dataset. Also, Szoke et al.

plot mean reflectivity rather than peak reflectivity,

which would result in lower values. There is not as

FIG. 11. Comparison of maximum reflectivity profiles sorted into four categories of convection. Individual (nonblack) profiles are from
each case in Table 2; black curves are mean in each class. Dotted lines are provided for reference.
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significant a difference in the reflectivity profiles in the

present study as would be expected with convection of

different types and locations.

One very interesting observation is that the reflectiv-

ities in the majority of cases decrease rapidly above 5- or

6-km altitude, where 6 km is roughly the 2108C level.

Stith et al. (2002, 2004) found from in situ measurements

in the Amazon and Kwajalein that most of the updrafts

glaciated rapidly, removing most of the supercooled

liquid water between 258 and 2178C. This is consistent

with our observations since reflectivities will be much

lower in the ice phase, as mentioned earlier.

The peak vertical velocity profiles (Fig. 12) show large

variability in mid to upper levels for all convection

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for peak updraft magnitudes.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for peak downdraft magnitudes.
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categories. The heights of the maximum vertical veloc-

ities in the oceanic and tropical cyclone profiles are

generally higher than that of the land and sea-breeze

convection cases, as noted earlier. The mean profiles

depict an increase of vertical velocity from a few meters

per second near the surface to ;10 m s21 at 5-km alti-

tude (;08C), a minimum near 6–7-km altitude, and then

another increase up to themaximum in the profile above

10-km altitude (except for the oceanic profile that has

a dip to 10 m s21 at 10-km altitude). The updrafts vary

widely in behavior because of a combination of varied

environmental conditionsmentioned in the introduction

and also the evolution of the cells. We will discuss their

general behavior in section 4.

The downdrafts in Fig. 13 are more widely varied

than the updrafts. The mean downdraft in the land and

oceanic cases increase with altitude from about 5 m s21

near the surface to 8–10 m s21 near the 15-km level; the

peak downdrafts in tropical cyclones are more uniform

with height with a mean value of approximately 6–

7 m s21. There were some very strong downdrafts in

the tropical cyclone cases. A few of the land convection

cases had extremely large downdrafts that are suspi-

cious since this was from one of the oldest datasets

among the first EDOP measurements. These data were

included in the averaging but did not appear to have

much effect on the mean curves when the entire profile

was removed.

c. Satellite implications

Satellite studies of deep convection using TRMM

observations have used the height of reflectivity contours

as a proxy for convection intensity (e.g., Zipser et al. 2006

and references therein). Intensity of convection is largely

based on updraft strength but this is not available from

satellite measurements. As noted earlier, the resolution

of EDOPmeasurements is a factor of 5 to 10 higher then

the satellite TRMM PR measurements. The approach

here is to look for physical relationships in the higher-

resolution EDOP measurements and then use them to

validate previous published inferences from TRMM PR

reflectivity-only measurements that may have under sam-

pled convection. Figure 14 provides plots for the 30- and

40-dBZ echo height (Figs. 14a,b) versusmaximumupdraft

strength. Our sample is biased toward strong to intense

convection; the plots show some correlation 0.5 (0.6)

for 30 (40) dBZ, but with considerable scatter due to the

varied environmental conditions and the life cycle stage

of the convection, as mentioned earlier. Nevertheless,

when 30-dBZ echoes are at or above 10-km altitude, it is

likely that the updrafts are at least 10–12 m s21, if not

significantly stronger. When the 40-dBZ echo is above

10 km, most of the updrafts are .15 m s21. This is

useful information for the TRMM Precipitation Radar

since it attaches some significance of using reflectivity

heights as a proxy for updraft strength. It is also useful

information since estimation of latent heat with updrafts

based on reflectivity may have a large error because our

observations indicate that strong updrafts are not always

correlated with high reflectivity.

4. Discussion of convection statistics

Figure 15 compares the mean profiles of peak values

for the different categories of convection. The most no-

table differences in the figure are the following: 1) the

oceanic reflectivity profile is at least 5 dBZ lower than

that of the other reflectivity profiles; 2) the tropical cy-

clone convection vertical velocities are lowest at mid-

levels but still have comparablemaxima to all other cases

except the land-based convection; and 3) the updrafts

increase to about 10 m s21 near the melting level and

they are very similar between cases. These observations

pose several very interesting questions related to the

dynamics and microphysics of tropical convection: Why

do the updraft peaks often have a bimodal structure with

a low-level (,6 km) and an upper-level (.10 km) peak?

Why are the updraftmaxima often above 10-kmaltitude?

FIG. 14. Relation between wmax and maximum heights attained
by (a) 30- and (b) 40-dBZ reflectivity contours. Symbols for in-
dividual cases are from Table 2. Linear fit and correlation co-
efficient r are provided in each plot.
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Work by Zipser (2003) and Fierro et al. (2009) suggests

that both the effects of release of latent heat of freezing

and precipitation unloading well above the freezing level

provides a boost to the updraft thatmay be responsible for

higher updraft speeds aloft. Fierro et al. (2009) studied this

process using a cloud model and suggested that the orig-

inal hot tower hypothesis that postulated undiluted towers

should be modified to include mixing. They further sug-

gest that the boost from latent heat of freezing compen-

sates the effects of mixing at lower levels.

The microphysics is critical toward understanding the

above questions. Heymsfield et al. (2009) used an as-

semblage of in situ penetrations of maritime updrafts

and showed that most of the condensate is removed

before reaching the2208C level in low-latitude updrafts

and the amount continues to diminish upward in the

updrafts. Even with vigorous updrafts, large ice can fall

out of tilted updrafts or from mixing near the updraft

edge, which can reduce vertical velocities. The decrease

of the reflectivity with height implies a decrease in ice

water content similar to that observed in Heymsfield

et al. (2009), suggesting significant loss of hydrometeor

mass with altitude. The reflectivity profiles in Fig. 11

further support this view.

With this inmind, the general behavior of the observed

updraft profiles can be described as follows. As raindrops

grow above cloud base while ascending to the 08C level

(or 2108C level if supercooled), latent heating from

condensation provides buoyancy for the updraft. Drag

from rain progressively loads down the updrafts with

height just above the 08C level, as suggested by the slight

minima observed in the observations (Fig. 15) just above

the 08C level (5 to 6 km). Updrafts strengthen above

6–7 km after they fall out of hydrometeors, which reduces

the precipitation load in the updraft. Any remaining su-

percooled cloud drops will freeze by the homogeneous

nucleation (temperatures,2388C,;10 km) (Heymsfield

et al. 2009), resulting in additional updraft buoyancy

through latent heating of freezing (Fierro et al. 2009).

The complexity of these processes requires further study

FIG. 15. Mean profiles for land, ocean, tropical cyclone, and sea-breeze convection types that summarize Figs. 11–13. Temperature scale
from Jordan mean sounding is shown on right side of figure.
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since there are several competing processes that require

better observations and improvements in microphysics

parameterizations in numerical models.

5. Summary and conclusions

This paper has presented vertical motion and reflec-

tivity structure from a multiyear set of observations of

convection from NASA field experiments in diverse

environments in the tropics and subtropics. The mea-

surements were obtained from the nadir-viewing EDOP

radar on the high-altitude NASA ER-2 aircraft. This

study is the first time that updrafts, particularly oceanic,

have been examined in such detail through their full

vertical extent. Four types of convection were defined in

the paper (tropical cyclone, land-based, oceanic, and sea

breeze) based on the cases studied. A number of in-

teresting features were obtained from the analyses of

reflectivity and vertical motions, providing insights into

the kinematic and microphysical processes that are other-

wise difficult to obtain.

It was found that both updrafts and downdrafts in

deep land-based and oceanic convective storms are

quite strong, with peak updraft values often exceeding

15 m s21 and the height of the peak often above 10-km

altitude; sometimes a second smaller peak in the vertical

velocity was present near the freezing level. The land-

based and sea-breeze storms had slightly stronger up-

drafts than the oceanic and tropical cyclone convection

cases. The heights of peak updrafts for tropical cyclones

were 1–2 km higher than that of the other convection

types. These results confirm earlier case studies of

tropical convection with double-peaked updrafts with

the smaller peak at lower levels and the larger peak at

higher altitudes (e.g., Jorgensen et al. 1997), but the

updraft magnitudes in the current study are generally

much larger because of the higher resolution of the

measurements. The strong downdrafts at upper levels

are associated with strong updrafts, and their inten-

sity also appears to be correlated. The downdraft

dynamics are complex and require further study. The

reflectivity profiles showed that oceanic convection had

lower reflectivities in general compared to other cate-

gories of convection, confirming earlier results from

Szoke et al. (1986) and others; one tropical cyclone and

one sea-breeze case clearly stood out from the other

cases as being extreme. The tropical cyclone convection

had peak updrafts at about the 12-km level, a few kilo-

meters higher than that for the other convection types.

However, the tropical cyclone cases had the weakest

midlevel updrafts. The convection studied in this paper

is biased toward certain tropical and subtropical meteo-

rological situations. In the future, we hope to obtain

similar types of datasets for higher-latitude continental

convection to help in understanding dynamical and mi-

crophysical similarities, if they exist, with the current

study.

Vertical velocity is a key unknownmeasurement from

the TRMM and future GPM satellites whose mission is

not only to measure tropical rainfall but also to estimate

heat budgets in precipitation. In this study, we used the

reflectivity and vertical motions to explore the re-

lationship between high reflectivities aloft and the

strength of updrafts. A correlation of 0.6 (0.5) was found

between the height of the 40 dBZ (30 dBZ) reflectivity

and vertical velocity. It is likely that this lack of corre-

lation in some cases is due to the evolution of the con-

vection (i.e., the phasing of the reflectivity and vertical

motion), where strongest updrafts often occur during

early development of cells and the highest reflectivities

and strongest downdrafts occur during the mature to

dissipation of the cell. This has implications for satellite

retrievals that capture an instant during the lifetime of

a convective event. It would appear that intensity esti-

mates from convection with weaker reflectivities over

land by TRMM would be more difficult; furthermore,

latent heating estimates based on these have much

larger uncertainties.

This study has focused mainly on characterizing the

radar measurements and not on the convective envi-

ronment (i.e., CAPE, vertical shear, or other pertinent

parameters). We have not presented a discussion of

entrainment in this paper even though the peak updraft

profiles suggest strong convergence and possibly en-

trainment in midlevels. These subjects will be explored

in future efforts through a more rigorous examination of

the dynamics and microphysics that produce the general

behavior of the observed updraft and reflectivity pro-

files. Finally, the vertical velocity magnitudes at higher

altitudes near the storm top are quite strong, suggesting

safety concerns for high-altitude UAS such as the

Global Hawk that will fly near the 18-km altitude level

for hurricane reconnaissance. Convection frequently

overshoots the tropopause in a number of the cases

studies, with altitudes reaching 15–18 km.
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APPENDIX

Fall Speed Calculations

Calculation of vertical velocity w from EDOP nadir

Doppler velocity yd observations requires estimation of

the reflectivity weighted fall velocity yt at each grid point

as in Heymsfield et al. (1999; hereafter H99). The yt

estimation is the most critical assumption in obtaining w

since yt depends on many factors such as particle phase,

particle size distribution, ice particle habit, etc. In H99,

stratiform regions are separated vertically into three

regions: rain, snow, and a transitional region corre-

sponding to the melting layer. The approach is modified

from previous papers (Marks and Houze 1987; Black

et al. 1996) that use reflectivity–yt relations for snow,

rain, transition (melting), and convective regions. The

H99 approach was modified for EDOP observations

using amore realistic rain reflectivity–yt relation derived

for a gamma distribution (Ulbrich and Chilson 1994)

and using a parabolic profile in the transition region

instead of a linear one. Based on these more recent

microphysical observations, theH99 fall speed estimates

are modified with 1) an improved fall speed relation for

the ice phase and 2) more realistic representation of the

raindrop freezing level in strong convection.

Difficulties with fall speed estimation occur in mixed

phase regions associated with convection where strong

updrafts can loft liquid water, frozen raindrops, and

graupel several kilometers above the melting level. In

situ aircraft are often unable for safety reasons to fly

through strong convection where graupel and hail may

be present. Black et al. (1986) documented hurricane

microphysics with the WP-3D aircraft and found that

convection was almost completely glaciated above the

258C level and that millimeter-diameter graupel was

common. Black et al. (2003) observed from probe data

2–3-mm spherical particles at 12-km altitude (2408C) of

a hot tower in Hurricane Bonnie. These particles were

suggested to be a mixture of ice and supercooled rain-

drops. Raindrops for this size and altitude would have

fall speeds of;13 m s21 at 12-km altitude. Herman and

Heymsfield (2003) foundmillimeter-size slushy particles

in Tropical Storm Chantal, also near the 2408C level.

Previous tropical and hurricane observations did not

indicate high-density ice (i.e., hail), so it is not consid-

ered in the current study since it is unlikely that it is

present in the majority of the cases presented.

The snow fall speeds previously used are underes-

timates for graupel, which can have significantly higher

fall speeds, resulting in w errors of several meters per

second or more in convective regions. An additional fac-

tor is that raindrops in convection may become super-

cooled in updrafts and freeze at 2108 to 2208C (7–8-km

altitudes). Stith et al. (2002, 2004) found that most su-

percooled water in convection was found at temperatures

warmer than 2128C in strong updrafts, although some

was found at temperatures as cold as 2188C. They ex-

amined frozen and unfrozen raindrops, the majority of

which were less than 1 mm. Small coexisting cloud drop-

lets can freeze at much lower temperatures (e.g., 2358C)

by homogeneous nucleation (Heymsfield et al. 2005). We

use this knowledge to obtain a more realistic fall speed

relation, knowing that one relation will never satisfy all

the possible microphysical scenarios.

The fall speeds for the ice phase, yif are derived from a

combination of snow in situ measurements derived from

the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus

Layers–Florida-Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-

FACE, hereafter C-F) convection measurements in

Florida (Heymsfield et al. 2004) and theoretical calcu-

lations for graupel based on limited observations. For

the snow calculations, in situ particle size distributions

were used from all cases during C-F that consisted of an

assortment of stratiform and convection cases mainly

over maritime areas with some over land. From the C-F

size distributions and size-dependent ice densities that

were constrained by direct measurements of the IWC,

radar reflectivity was calculated at 9.6 GHz (EDOP

frequency) using the Bohren and Huffman (1983) Mie

scattering equations for spherical ice hydrometeors.

Taking the same densities and projected particle areas

from 2D probe images, snow fall speeds yS were calcu-

lated (Mitchell andHeymsfield 2005). Mean reflectivity-

weighted fall speeds (VZ) were then calculated using the

above scattering algorithm. Relationships between Ze

and VZ were derived. The resulting calculated 9.6-GHz

Doppler velocities versus reflectivity are shown in Fig.

A1a for all C-F cases for the 1000-hPa (surface) pressure

level. The reflectivities range from less than 210 to 29

dBZ and a linear curve (23.41 0.19 dBZ) is fitted to the

snow points as shown in the figure.

The graupel fall speeds yG were calculated based on

theory and limited observations. Size distributions are

taken to be exponentials,N5N0 e
2lD, whereN0 is taken

as 0.1 or 0.01 cm23 to bound values used in earlier

studies (Braun andTao 2000),D is particle diameter, and

l is the slope of the size distribution; N0 is taken to be
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0.01 cm24 as a lower bound. Ice density (r) at tempera-

tures below2108Chave been assumed to be 0.15 g cm23,

which was found as the ensemble mean for heavily rimed

particles for a typical C-F updraft (Heymsfield et al. 2005);

0.4 g cm23 fromwind tunnel observations of Pflaum and

Pruppacher (1979) and Knight and Heymsfield (1983);

and 0.25 g cm23 as an intermediate value. For an ex-

ponential distribution, IWC 5 N0 rG(4)/l4. Ice water

content (IWC) is specified from 0.01 to 2 g cm23 based

onC-F observations, andN0 is adjusted to give the correct

IWC with the maximum diameters Dmax assumption

chosen as 0.5, 0, 8, 1.2, and 2 cm from C-F and other

observations. Radar reflectivity for graupel is calculated

similar to snow. Figure A1a shows the relations calcu-

lated for the various Dmax, N0, and r above. A linear

curve is fitted through IWC5 1 g m23 points on each of

the graupel curves.

The above relations for yS and yG apply to ground

level (1000 hPa). Fall speeds at other altitudes are ob-

tained by multiplying by [ro/r]
x, where r and ro are the

air density at the surface and measurement height, re-

spectively, and x varies from 0.4 to 0.45 depending on

rain rate and other factors (Beard 1976, 1985); here we

assume 0.45. The above fall speed relations are at the

surface and must be multiplied by this correction factor.

The Jordan mean tropical sounding was used for all

cases except the HOPEX Louisiana convection winter

cases; nearby soundings were used for these midlatitude

cases where the freezing level was at approximately

3.2 km.

Figure A1b shows the three fall speed curves (yR, yS,

and yG) used in the paper. Also shown are a few other

well-referenced fall speed curves for comparison. A di-

agram describing the calculation of reflectivity-weighted

fall speed estimates is given in Fig. A2. Themain changes

here from H99 are the yi calculation and the transition-

ing between rain and snow or graupel between 6 and

8 km in convective cores. Using the curves in Fig. A1b

for the EDOP fall speed correction would likely have an

uncertainty less than 1–2 m s21 for most cases based on

the above discussion. Uncertainties in fall speed estimates

may arise because of the presence of higher-density hail

or frozen raindrops that we are not accounting for or

from improper attenuation corrections of the data. Hail

would result in an underestimated fall speed by 5 m s21

or more and would cause vertical velocities to be un-

derestimated. Attenuation corrections mainly occur for

reflectivities .40 dBZ and they are most significant at

lower levels (,6 km) in the rain regions of convective

cores. At these levels, an error in reflectivity would re-

sult in a few meters per second error in rain fall speed

and vertical velocity. Another source of error would

be cases where there is supercooled water and frozen

FIG. A1. Fall speed relations. (a) Snow fall speeds based on in
situ observations and theoretical graupel fall speeds based on ob-
served graupel characteristics. The symbols for snow (,30 dBZ)
each represent an average of all points for a single flight in 1-dBZ
intervals. IWC increases from 0.01 to 2 g m23 on the graupel
curves on the right side of the plot. Linear fits (black solid curves)
are given for the snow and graupel points; the graupel fit is through
IWC 5 1 g m23 points. (b) Fall speed relations used in Doppler
velocity-derived vertical velocities.
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raindrops in the convective cores, as observed in Stith

et al. (2004). The transition between rain and ice has

been increased in altitude so that it is between the 6- and

8-km level to account for supercooled water. We have

not accounted for frozen raindrops, which will have

higher fall velocities than graupel.

We attempted to examine the uncertainty in the

EDOP-derived vertical velocity for cases in which we

underestimate fall speeds, such as if frozen drops rather

than graupel were present. We assumed rain fall speeds

(Fig. A2, VR) instead of graupel fall speeds since these

will provide a rough upper bound for what we would

expect for 1-mm frozen drops. The resulting plots were

compared to those calculated with using graupel fall

speeds. The resulting fall speeds and peak vertical ve-

locities were typically 2–5 m s21 higher than for graupel,

the height of the updraft maxima were within a few

tenths of a kilometer of those with the graupel calcula-

tion, and the downdrafts were affected less than 1 m s21.

We therefore conclude that the larger fall speeds asso-

ciated with frozen raindrops will have a minor effect on

the overall vertical velocity results in the paper. We are

likely biased low on updraft speeds if hail or frozen drops

are present.
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